
Celebrities make a very good living out of media attention and have chosen to live in the public 
spotlight .they have no right  to complain when they feel the media are intruding on their privacy. 
To what extend extent do you agree or disagree

Life of famous people is under the supervision of media that makes them to play as role and ca n’t 
not enjoy their real lives. Some  believethink media’s ‘intrusion should be accepted by celebrities, 
but I completely disagree with this notion.

Celebrity’s Celebrities’ career involves necessitates being them to be in front of  the public eyes, 
although that doesn’t does not mean their right  to privacy should be overlooked, but 
unfortunately they are manipulated by the media.  people People are interested in the personal 
life of  their popular celebrity celebrities and the media tries try to fulfill these desires of public to 
get highest higher viewership for their media channel so they need to intrudeing on in the lives of 
celebrities and extracting a lot of information, and fabricateing them to satisfy the public or 
sometimes for collecting news and taking photos put their celebrity’s celebrities’ lives at risk . 
After all, they will publish absolutely fake and exaggerated news about their personal lives of 
celebrities. 

Celebrities should have their emotional corner and the public should respect it them. Their career 
is that to entertain people with their movies, or  music and after that they have personal lives just 
the same as others, they have secrets just like we do have. they They should  decide which part of 
their personal lives should could  be shared with their fans.

Finally, I strongly believe that media should respect the privacy and dignity of the celebrities, 
otherwise people themselves should have the moral responsibility  to ignore their exaggerated 
and false news to help celebrities to lead a more normal life away from have a very good living out 
of media intrusion. 


